DRIVE-UP DISTRIBUTION MODEL
Updated 4/2/2020
UPDATED: This updated procedure reflects the recommendation to position pallets of food on
either side of the path where cars will drive. See the diagram on the last page of this document.
Volunteers will approach the car one at a time, alternating to keep their distance from one
another, as the car moves forward and stops at each “station” to have food placed in their
vehicle. The first volunteer can place the box in the vehicle with the first food item(s). Each
volunteer thereafter will add to the box or place directly in the vehicle.
For the health and well-being of our community, Food Bank of the Rockies is providing this DriveUp Food Distribution Procedure Outline. Implementing the following allows us to continue
providing food to those in need, while keeping you, your volunteers, our clients, and community
healthy.
We realize that not all food distribution locations are created equal, so please utilize this
template to provide a safe distribution that fits your program. Please contact a Food Bank of the
Rockies Program Representative if you need further assistance developing a drive-up
distribution.
If any clients express a need for more assistance of any sort, please direct them to call Food Bank
of the Rockies at 303.371.9250 or foodbankrockies.org, where we will be more than happy to
help them with further assistance.
DRIVE-UP MODEL
This model keeps food recipients in their cars and encourages social distancing. If you have a
concern regarding traffic control, contact local law enforcement. It is recommended to utilize
local authorities as numbers grow to help maintain the organization and efficiency of the
distribution, as well as assistance in directing traffic.
Set up




Create an assembly line with food, bags, boxes to prepack food assortment.
Predetermine how many bags or boxes per food assortment – one assortment per family.
Provide hand sanitizer or hand washing stations; gloves if available
 Any volunteers handling food or sign-ins need to frequently wash hands or use
hand sanitizer. Consider assigning a volunteer to handing out hand sanitizer
frequently during distribution.






Handwashing stations can be set up with a cooler or jug of water with a spout and
soap
Determine the flow of traffic and set up signage as needed to lead clients in cars vs.
clients on foot (those without transportation only).
Set up client intake area – clipboards, pens, appropriate intake forms, safety cones

Volunteer Assignments
 Remind volunteers of the two most important elements of distribution: social distancing
and hand washing/sanitizing. Appoint a staff member or volunteer to oversee and
remind, ensuring that people remain at least six feet apart
 Pre-bag or box food
 Start this at least an hour before distribution starts
 Determine the order in which items should be placed in the box or bag; heavier
items on the bottom
 Directing cars where to go – arrival, lining up, exiting
 A volunteer will direct vehicles to form a line and organize the flow in accordance with
each sites’ respective order. Utilize orange safety cones to help in this effort. Local
authority members should be notified of distribution date and time to assist with traffic,
as needed.
 Communicate process to clients as they form a line in their cars; make them feel
comfortable and welcome
 For any clients arriving on foot, have volunteers available to direct them to an
area for intake to receive their food. Ensure proper social distance is obtained
between clients and volunteers. Consider spacing orange cones 6 feet apart to
reflect and ensure social distancing.
 Client intake
 Depending on the duration of the distribution and the number of clients, plan to
have adequate number of volunteers to conduct intake; include at least one for
any walk-in clients (no personal transportation)
Check in
 Volunteers will walk up to cars, keeping a safe social distance of at least 6 feet, and use
appropriate paper intake forms asking clients for their information to be written down by
the volunteer
o Ask clients to leave their window mostly rolled up
o Clients can hold up their driver’s license, id card, or Link2Feed card against the
window for the volunteer to capture the required information
o Do not hand the clip board or pen to the client.
o At this time, signatures are not required for CSFP and TEFAP forms.
o Ask the questions and fill out the intake forms for each client coming through.
 Link2Feed intake should be done on a cell phone or tablet to make it more mobile,
avoiding sitting with clients
o Write down client ID number if they can provide it next to their name to be input
later



Once intake is complete, use a window marker or bar of soap to mark windshield to
identify car as “check-in complete” and the number of food boxes to be loaded.

Loading Food
 Client should be instructed to open the trunk of their car or unlock the door to a back
door of vehicle
 Pre-bagged or boxed food is placed in client’s trunk or back seat of car
 Do not let clients exit their car or try to assist in getting food to their vehicle.
o If the client needs to exit their car to open the trunk, volunteers should be 6’
away to ensure social distancing
Walk-up Clients:
There may be clients who do not drive and arrive on foot, by bike, or public transportation.
Clients on foot should form a separate line a safe distance (at least 6 feet) from food, volunteers,
and other clients. They will be handed their pre-bagged food and cannot remain on the premises
for non-emergencies.
o A separate station for walk-ups should set up at the site
o These clients will walk up on their own and get their product. They will need to be
checked in prior to receiving food

